
1, 2 & 3-Motor AIRFlow HEPA Filtration

Dust Director® Vacuums
Completely Automatic Filter Cleaning – Powerful Suction is Constantly and Efficiently Maintained
Regardless of what you may be extracting —  from dry powders to water, sludge, hot mastics, fiberglass,
etc. . . . Even At The Same TIME!

Without using electronic pulsing, compressors or manual filter shakers, 100% of the motors’ power is dedicated
to SUCTION - the motors’ power is NOT shared nor reduced to pulse clean the HEPA cartridge filter.

With AIRFlow HEPA Filtration preventing suction drop (caused by dirt accumulation on the filter’s surface),
the vacuum’s powerful suction is naturally maintained while the motors themselves operate cooler,
consume less energy and last considerably longer ~ GUARANTEED.

AIRFlow HEPA Filtration — Expect to impressively collect any type of debris – stones, metals, abrasives, sharp
objects, bullet shells, mastics, grease, creosote, dry powders, flours, food, moist debris,
etc.  Everything & Anything is completely contained in the Clean Extreme Filter Bag
(picture, left).

Large volumes of various media types are accumulated - to the tank’s inlet port - without incurring suction drop,
damaging the HEPA filter or without the filter bag accidentally bursting inside the tank.  Everything is Kept Clean &
Operating Efficiently, including the inside of the tank, the outside of the filter bag and the HEPA Cartridge Filter.  
Additionally, the motors operate efficiently and DO NOT OVERHEAT.  BONUS:  Handling & Disposal of the
contained debris is Clean, Safe and Without a Mess.

How effective is AIRFLOW Self-Cleaning Filtration?  Expect to replace the HEPA Cartridge Filter
maybe once a year!

While powerful and versatile, the compact size and shape of a Dust Director Vacuum provides great maneuverability
and portability with their large wheels and swivel casters.

Complete with a Wet/Dry HEPA Pleated Filter, these Multi-Use Dust Extractors - while specifically designed for
concrete grinding, cutting, polishing and shot blast recovery - may be used in any industry or application requiring
continuous use and the ultimate in maintaining a completely clean HEPA Cartridge Filter.  Additionally , all models
can be used for wet collection simply by changing to the float filter cage.

Airtight Sealed Collection Tanks - Dust Director® Vacuums ensure you against Dust Exhaust
or Leakage.  By preventing even the slightest loss or escape of dust, suction power also increases. 
Each Dust Director® Vacuum has a poured in-place urethane gasket beneath its motor head to
create a positive airtight seal between the motor head and its collection tank (picture, left). 

Commonly purchased shop vacuums and even higher priced dust extractors use foam or nothing at all.  By providing this seal,
besides assuring you against dust exhaust into your work area, the positive airtight seal is what helps creates our higher suction
yields so that motors that draw less amps can be used - simply because no air (or dust) is being lost!
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HP1700 
$1,590.00

DD1000 ~ 1-Motor 2-Stage, 1000 Watts

# Lightweight, Powerful, Compact.  The DD1000 will handle concrete dust being created by a 12" Diamond Blade!

A+ to use with the 12" Dust Director® Dustless Cut-Off Saw.

# 10 Gallon polypropylene tank resists cracking, denting and rust

# Equipped with:  2" Inlet Port, 2" x 15' hose, 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff, AIRFlow HEPA Filtration

and (3) Clean Extreme Filter Bags.  Increase run time & airflow by installing a PS-300 Power Station & collet 40

lbs. of Dust.

# Sound level / Dimensions: 80 dB / 12" x 27", 15 lbs.

# Power:  120 V, 1000 Watt, 10.0 Amp, 130 CFM, 97" H20, 10 Gal Poly Tank, 30 lb. Dust Yield.

# Optional 2" x 25' Hose, Flutter Filter & Power Station all available.

DD1200, CP1200 ~ 1-Motor 2-Stage 1200 Watts

# Powerful 2-Stage Heavy-Duty Industrial 1-Motor Vacuum

200 More Watts than the DD1000 Vacuum.

# Equipped with:  2" Inlet Port, 2" x 15' hose, 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff, AIRFlow HEPA

Filtration and (3) Clean Extreme Filter Bags

# Sound level / Dimensions:  72.7 dB, 12" / 14 x 29", 28 lbs.

# Power:  120V, 1200 Watts, 10.0 Amp, 130 CFM, 97" H20, 12 Gal HD Poly Tank, 40 lb Dust Yield.

# Optional 2" x 25' Hose, Flutter Filter & Power Station all available.

Increase run time & airflow by colleting 50 lbs of Silica Dust when a PS-300 Power Station is installed.

# CP1200 Chimney Sweep 1-Motor Model.  Identical to DD1200 but with 3" Inlet Port for increased CFM

# Equipped with two hoses (3" x 10' and 1.5" x 12'), 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff, AIRFlow HEPA Filtration and

(3) Clean Extreme Filter Bags

# Sound level / Dimensions:  72.7 dB, 12" / 14 x 29", 28 lbs.

# Power:  120V, 1200 Watts, 10.0 Amp, 165 CFM, 97" H20, 12 Gal HD Poly Tank, 40 lb Dust Yield.

DD1500 ~ 1-Motor 3-Stage 1500 Watts

# Two (2) motor suction power in a compact, 1-motor vacuum
# Identical to the DD1200 but with a 3-Stage Motor for increased waterlift or suction force

Recommended for vacuuming or lifting heavier weighted debris such as piles of dirt, rock, stones, sand,

heavy sludge . . . to wanting to reach 30+ feet while keeping the vacuum on the ground.

# Guaranteed to be the most powerful 1-motor vacuum you have ever used

# A+ for use in industry, manufacturing, special applications for extreme lifting power.

# Same rugged 12 gallon polypropylene tank as the DD1200 to resist denting, staining, rusting, etc.

# Equipped with:  2" Inlet Port, 2" x 12' hose, 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff, AIRFlow HEPA Filtration and (3) Clean

Extreme Filter Bags

# Sound level / Dimensions:  80 dB, 12" / 14 x 29", 28 lbs.

# Power:  120 V, 1500 Watts, 12.5 Amp, 140 CFM, 146" H20, 12 Gal HD Poly Tank, 40 lbs. Dust Yield.

# Optional 2" x 25' Hose, Flutter Filter & Power Station all available.  Increase run time & airflow by colleting

50 lbs of Silica Dust Powder when a PS-300 Power Station is installed.

HP1700 ~ 1-Motor 3-Stage Turbine 1700 Watts
# Identical to the 2 & 3-Motor Models with 24 gallon tank models (next page) but a 3-Stage    

                Turbine 120 volt motors for increased Static Suction Lift

# Applications:  High performance general purpose vacuum for extracting dry powers and

general debris but specifically designed for rather extreme functions such as:

>  Lifting heavier weighted debris such as tons of dirt, sand, rock, stone, glass, iron, etc.      

from 12" x 10' holes

>  Reaching 50+ foot heights while keeping the vacuum on the ground

>  Extraction of Heavy Sludge, Slurry, Grease, etc. from pits or high above.

# Completely Assembled to Handle both Dry & Wet Applications - 2" Inlet Port, 2" x 25' HD

Crushproof hose, 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff, Power Station, AIRFlow HEPA Filtration, (3)

Clean Extreme Filter Bags, Wet Filter with Float, and a Flutter Filter.  Sound level /

Dimensions:  72.7 dB, 19.5" x 17 x 50", 58 lbs.

# Power:  120 V, 1700 Watts, 15.4 Amp, 110 CFM, 172" H20, 24 Gal HD Poly Tank, 150 lbs.

Dust Yield.

# Optional 2" x 25' Hose, Flutter Filter & Power Station all available.  Increase run time &

Collection Yields of an additional 50 lbs of debris when a PS-400 Power Station is installed.

DD1000
$ 390.00

DD1200
$ 590.00

CP1200
$ 890.00

DD1500
$ 690.00



DD2000 120 Volt
$1,390.00

DD2400 120 Volt
$1,590.00

DD3900 240 Volt
$1,590.00

DD2000 ~ 2-Motor 2-Stage 2000 Watts

# Rugged 24 Gallon HD Polyethylene Tank resists cracking, denting and rusting

# Compact vacuum with quiet motors and independent on/off motor switches

# Only use one motor and still be impressed ~ Guaranteed

# HD compact vacuum with A+ Durability, Maneuverability – A+ Size for use on scaffold

# Silica Dust Applications (2):  Handles 20" Concrete Floor Grinders or allows you to grind

brick mortar joints all day without having to change filters or empty the collection tank!

#  with:  2" Inlet Port, 2" x 12' hose, 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff,

AIRFlow HEPA Filtration complete (3) Clean Extreme Filter Bags (3)

# Sound level / Dimensions:  78 dB, 19.5" x 17 x 38", 50 lbs.

# Power:  120 V, 1000 Watt 2-Stage Motors x 2, 8.5 Amps x 2, 260 CFM

97" H20, 150 lb. Dust Yield

# Optional 2" x 25' Hose, Flutter Filter & Power Station are all available.

Increase run time & airflow by colleting 190 lbs of Silica Dust when a

PS-400 Power Station is installed.

DD2400 ~ 3-Motor 1-Stage 2400 Watts

# Identical to the 2-Motor Model with 24 gallon tank model but (3) 1-Stage Turbine 120 volt

motors for increased CFM to extract airborne and lightweight powder

# Compact vacuum with quiet motors and independent on/off motor switches

# Only use two motors and still be impressed ~ Guaranteed

# HD compact vacuum with A+ Durability, Maneuverability – A+ Size for use on scaffold

# If only two motors are used only use two motors and still be impressed ~ Guaranteed

# Silica Dust Applications (2):  Handles two Dust Control Angle Grinders.  Install the Power

Station and two (2) can grind brick mortar joints all day without having to empty the tank! 

# Handles 24" Floor Grinders.

# Equipped with:  2" Inlet Port, 2" x 12' hose, 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff, AIRFlow HEPA

Filtration complete (3) Clean Extreme Filter Bags (3)

# Sound level / Dimensions:  78 dB, 19.5" x 17 x 38", 50 lbs.

# #DD2400 110V - 800Watt Motors x 3, 6.5 Amps x 3, 270 CFM, 83" H20, 150 lb. Dust Yield

#DD3900 240V - 1300W Motors x 3, 5.8 Amps x 3, 420 CFM, 97" H20, 150 lb. Dust Yield. 

The DD3900 is over 35% More Powerful than the DD2400 Machine.

# Optional 2" x 25' Hose, Flutter Filter & Power Station are all available.

Increase run time & airflow by colleting 190 lbs of Silica Dust when a PS-400 Power Station is installed.

DD3900 ~ 3-Motor 2-Stage 3900 Watts

# Rugged 24 Gallon HD Polyethylene Tank resists cracking, denting and rusting

# Compact vacuum with quiet motors and independent on/off motor switches

# Only use two motors and still be impressed ~ Guaranteed

# HD compact vacuum with A+ Durability, Maneuverability – A+ Size for use on scaffold

# If only two motors are used only use two motors and still be impressed ~ Guaranteed

Handles a 25" Concrete Floor Grinders.

# Equipped with:  2" Inlet Port, 2" x 12' hose, 2" ID smooth vinyl hose cuff, AIRFlow HEPA

Filtration complete (3) Clean Extreme Filter Bags (3)

# Sound level / Dimensions:  78 dB, 19.5" x 17 x 38", 50 lbs.

# Power:  240V - 1300W Motors x 3, 5.8 Amps x 3, 420 CFM, 97" H20, 150 lb. Dust Yield. 

The DD3900 is over 35% More Powerful than the 120 volt DD2400 Vacuum.

# Optional 2" x 25' Hose, Flutter Filter & Power Station are all available.

Increase run time & airflow by colleting 190 lbs of Silica Dust when a PS-400 Power Station is installed.

CP2400 ~ 3-Motor 1-Stage Chimney Sweep Air Borne Dust Extractor

# Same features as the above DD2400 Vacuum but with a 4" Inlet Port for increased CFM

# Specifically designed for the Chimney Sweep Profession for Fireplace & Air Duct Cleaning.

# If only a 15 Amp Residential Circuit is available, only use 2 motors and still be impressed.

# Equipped with: 4" Inlet Port, 4" x 8' hose for air borne dust, 2" x 12' hose for heavy debris

or dust pickup, AIRFlow HEPA Filtration complete with (3) Clean Extreme Filter Bags AND

the Flutter Filter.

# Power:  110 Volt, 800 Watt Motors x 3, 6.5 Amps x 3, 407 CFM, 65" H20, 150 lb. Dust Yield

Increase run time & airflow by colleting 190 lbs of Silica Dust when a PS-400 Power Station is installed.

# A single Clean Extreme Filter Bag will give you 10 - 15 sweeps per bag!

AB-3
$1,900.00



SV-2000             S2000   
$1,900.00         $1,500.00   

        Cyclone Shield -  
        used when
        dry vacuuming.

Shown with optional 30"
dual blade squeegee
installed.

GV2000 120 Volt  $1,190.00

BV-D2000 
Dry Filtration
$890.00

BV-S2000 
Wet Filtration
$890.00

Barrel Vacuums ~ 2-Motor 2-Stage Dry & Wet Extraction

# Cyclone Drum Adaptor - Simply lay on top of a standard 55 gallon drum

> Rugged steel construction with an internal cyclone for increased airflow

# Each 1000 Watt Motor has its own on/off switch.

# Equipped with:  2" Inlet Port, 2" x 12' HD Crushproof Hose, 9 pc. Nozzle Kit with Narrow Crevice Tool &

16" Floor Sweep (brush or squeegee) on wheels

# Dry Model:  BV-D2000 - 110 Volt, 1000 watts x 2, 265 Net CFM, 97" H20

with HEPA Cartridge Filter & Flutter Filter for general debris extraction (not recommend just to 

vacuum dry powders).

# Wet Model:  BV-S2000 - 110 Volt, 1000 watts x 2, 195 CFM, 126" H20, perforated Float Cage for Wet

Pickup and Slurry Extraction.  Optional 1/3 HP Effluent Submersible Pump with 24' x 1-1/2"

drainage hose - Handles 5/8" solids, heavy sludge:  $210.00

Sump & Slurry/Heavy Sludge Wet Vacuums ~ 2-Motor 2-Stage

Two (2) models each with the same 2-Motor Suction Power for fast extraction of liquids - leaving floors dry and ready for

immediate traffic.  Each model includes an appropriate submersible pump and 9 pc. Squeegee Nozzle Kit.

#SV-2000, Sump & “Slurry” Vacuum.  Filtration, separation and containment of extracted slurry to 200 microns.  Internal

plumbing for integrated 1/4 HP sump pump, rear discharge outlet for 3/4" garden hose,  2" x 12' extraction hose.  Sump

pump automatically discharges filtered liquids (or deactivate the pump and discharge as needed).  Float cage ensures

that the vacuum cannot overfill.  As a water recycling unit the tank may be filled with 10 to 12 gallons of clean water and

used as a self-contained water supply as you recover, filter and reuse the water continuously while containing any solids

or fines within the slurry.  This system increases productivity by over 50%!

#S2000, Sump & “Sludge” Vacuum.  Identical to the above SV-2000 but without the filtration and separation system. 

This model is typically used when greater solids and liquid collection capacities are required.  This model also provides

faster extraction and discharge operations.  When the tank is full, the Power Head is easily removed

and the submersible pump (with its 24' of 1-1/2" drain hose) is lowered into container.   While this

no-nonsense, no-frills Sump & Sludge Vacuum impressively extracts volumes of liquid waste and

the heaviest of sludge, just as impressive is the submersible pump that discharges the "heaviest"

of sludge at 60 gallons per minute.

Optional front mount 30" Floor Squeegee is highly effective and a recommended attachment for both

24 gallon tank models.  

# Sound level / Dimensions:  78 dB, 19.5" x 17 x 38", 57 lbs.

# Power:  110 V, 1000 Watts x 2, 8.5 Amp x 2, 195 CFM, 126" H20, 24 Gal HD Poly Tank.

# Replacement High Efficiency White Slurry Bag: #SW24, $88.00 each.

Gutter Vacuum — Wet & Dry Use ~ 2-Motor 2-Stage
Cleaning rain gutters has never been easier, safer and faster.  126" of water lift provides the power you

need to extract wet, soaking leaves, pine needles, stagnate water and muck - even when gutters are

completely full and weeds are growing from them.

Complete with a 2" x 25' hose, you can expect to extract large clumps of wet soaking leaves, the size of

footballs, without clogging in the hose, at the connect inlet of the tank, or within the optional 35'

telescopic pole tool (picture, right).  Besides the safety of cleaning gutters from the ground, the

productivity rate to completely clean 70' of gutters (completely filled with wet leaves, water and asphalt

shingle debris), will be about 20 minutes.

# 19 Gallon Polyethylene Tank with side rail production cart, complete with 8" rubber wheels

# Compact vacuum with quiet motors and independent on/off motor switches

# 110 volt 1000 Watt Motors, 8.5 Amps each with individual on/off switches for use from a 15

amp circuit

# 126" H20, 195 CFM, 2" side tangential inlet port prevents clogging from large wet leaves and    

                recreates the cyclonic and mulching spiral of debris to the bottom of the tank

# Complete with HEPA Wet/Dry Cartridge Filter to protect the motor and 2" x 25' lightweight,

flexible hose.  The HEPA Cartridge Filter is washable.

# Also includes Cyclone Shield for using the vacuum as a standard wet/dry vacuum (picture, right) -

The shield helps to protect the HEPA cartridge filter during dry use by keeping the incoming debris

from directly contacting the pleated cartridge filter.  The shield is not used during gutter cleaning.

#90100     35' Telescoping Extension Pole & Head (picture, right),  4 pc. Kit,  $460.00


